
How to use these 
resources
Future learning today
Preparing for a future full of uncertainty is no easy task, 
especially when you know that change is not only common 
but likely to disrupt too. As an L&D professional, you’ll know 
that being reactive isn’t enough to prepare you (or your 
employees) for the skills and knowledge you’ll need in the 
future. Here at Stellar Labs, we believe the key lies in thinking 
about learning differently and starting to really apply this 
new mindset to our strategies and learning programmes.

Within this series of resources we’ve curated a selection 
of content with one goal in mind: get you thinking a little 
bit differently.

Transform your 
L&D function.
Our world is changing, and not just 
because of Covid-19. Skills gaps. Digital 
transformation. Whatever is causing 
the change, your business needs to 
adapt, evolve and perform better.

Organisational development plays a 
critical role in this, but does L&D need 
to change too?



Whitepaper.
Believe it or not, many of us truly don’t understand how the brain 
learns and as a result, we’re developing learning and programmes 
which don’t always change behaviours or drive business impact. 
This whitepaper shows you how science-led learning can help to 
better meet your learner needs and drive better results.

Infographic.
If you haven’t got loads of time to read the whitepaper but just want 
some of the key information, we’ve created an infographic so you can 
have the vital takeaways in a handy visual format. 

Podcast.
We were recently joined by Laura Overton. Now collaborating with 
Charles Jennings at Tulser, Laura shares her sharp insights into what 
L&D really needs to do to shift internal perceptions. She’s astute, 
informed and passionate - just what we like from a podcast guest. 
Music to your ears.

Insights.
Chances are, if you are delivering learning, you have a learning 
culture. It just might not be the one you want. Georgia Blundell 
from Sea Salt Women’s Clothing shares her insights into what 
really goes into building an engaging, self-driven learning 
culture. It’s not one to miss.

These resources are here whenever you want to access 
them and we do hope they help you to start thinking about 
the future of learning today. Enjoy!


